
Folk Dances of India: Ghoomar
Rajasthan  is  well  famous  for  its  vibrant  traditions,
enthusiastic dance forms and elegant culture. Ghoomar is just
another spectacle of this diversity and culture that started
with the Bhil tribe to worship Goddess Sarasvati and is now
embraced by other Rajasthani communities. Typically performed
by  women,  Ghoomar  gained  popularity  during  the  reign  of
Rajputanas, who ruled Jaipur after defeating the Bhils. It
showcases the rich culture of Rajasthan through aesthetically
pleasing movement and traditional attire. Tourism in Rajasthan
has boosted due to the peculiarities of regions, their manner
of dressing, traditions, and folk dances. Ghoomar was a tribal
dance that graduated to a folk routine that has now assumed
international proportions thanks to a vibrant culture and its
recognition as a pride of India.

Folk  Dances  of  India:  Raas
Leela
Raas Leela, commonly referred to as Krishna dance, is a folk
dance form that predates ancient history and is part of the
traditional stories of Krishna in which he dances with his
lover, Radha. Raas means aesthetics, and Leela means to act or
play, which translates to “play of aesthetics”.
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Folk Theatre Forms of India:
Tamasha
Tamasha is considered a major traditional dance form of the
Marathi  theatre,  which  includes  celebration  filled  with
dancing and singing and is performed mainly by nomadic theatre
groups  throughout  the  Maharashtra  region.  Marathi  theatre
marked  its  journey  at  the  beginning  of  1843.3  In  the
following years, Tamasha primarily consisted of singing and
dancing, expanded its range.

Folk Dances of India: Bihu
Bihu is a merry dance emphasizes the Assamese tradition’s
cultural roots symbolizing the beginning of the agricultural
season  in  the  Northern  parts  of  India.  It  represents  the
integral relationship between agriculture and fertility and
embodies  growth  and  celebrates  bountiful  harvests  and
abundance. These traditions of songs and dances depict the
feeling of support and love of the community with each other.

Folk  Dances  of  India:
Mohiniyattam
One of India’s famous classical dances that represent the
historical enchantress avatar of the Hindu god Vishnu was
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developed in Kerala called Mohiniyattam. The Mohini myth forms
the heart of every Mohiniyattam performance as it stands for
good  prevailing  over  evil.  It  utilizes  the  sign  language
(mudra) to expressing emotions through a musical performance
wherein the performer identifies herself with the character
and resonates her sentiments.

Folk  Dances  of  India:
Kathakali
Kathakali is a major classical dance form from Ancient India.
It is a “story play” of art that includes elaborate, colourful
makeup,  beautiful  mesmerizing  costumes  and  face  masks
traditionally performed by male dancers. It is a Hindu folk
dance performed in the Malayalam speaking southwest region of
Kerala. Kathakali combines drama, dance, music, storytelling,
costumes, makeup and devotion into a divided experience. It
brings humanity into Hinduism and expresses emotions beyond
words.

Folk  Dances  of  India:
Garhwali
Folk music, dance and theatre represent the traditions and
cultural richness of an area. It sheds light on rural life,
which is closely associated with inherent customs. Uttrakhand
has a vibrant culture, and the diverse, authentic folk dance
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forms reflect the same. Folklore of Uttarakhand represent the
love, passion, agony, sacrifice, misery, and compassion of
these  locals  and  help  us  relate  to  them  to  share  their
feelings.

Folk  Dances  of  India:
Kuchipudi
Kuchipudi is one of the major Indian classical dance folk
forms performed in India. It derives its name from its village
of origin, Kuchelapuram and is one of the favourite dance
forms  of  Lord  Krishna.  Kuchipudi  is  known  for  its  fast
rhythms and fluid movements, creating a blend of delicacy and
strength. Kuchipudi has for sure occupied a special place
among other Indian classical dance forms by being a country-
wide celebrated dance folk form and is recognized worldwide in
many international traditional festivals.

Folk  Dances  of  India:
Kalbeliya
The desert state’s iconic Kalbeliya dance form performed and
enjoyed  by  the  Kalbeliyan  community  of  Rajasthani  snake
charmers encompasses swirling and graceful movements that make
this dance a treat to behold. Their dances and songs are a
matter of pride and a marker of belonging for the Kalbelias,
which reflect the imaginative adaptation of this group of
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snake charmers to ever-changing socioeconomic circumstances in
their Rajasthani society.

Leading  scholar  of  Indian
classical  dance,
architecture,  art  history,
culture  Kapila  Vatsyayan  no
more
Dr Kapila Vatsyayan passed away peacefully at her residence
(No.85, SFS Flats, Gulmohar Enclave, New Delhi), Wednesday
16th September, 2020 at about 0900 hrs, this morning, . She
was  a  leading  scholar  of  Indian  classical  dance,  art,
architecture,  and  art  history.
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